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Figure 1 

SPIR Rating Snapshot

Final SPIR rating = SPIR 2-

Thrive Snapshot

Year established 2012

Entity type Non Banking Financial 
 Institution

Gross loan portfolio (US$) $900,008 (as of 12/31/16)

Active borrowers 3,987 (as of 12/31/16) 

Average loan size (US$) $225

Scorecard-implied rating: SPIR 2-/overall score: 67
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Summary of Assessment Rationale 

 » The mission statement of Thrive incorporates the following aspects of the SPIR scorecard: the provision of financial 
services and access to education, with a gender focus on addressing the financial needs of that underserved 
population.

 » The mission statement has been broken down into specific and measurable objectives in the broad areas of social 
impact and financial sustainability. A strategy has been developed for achieving these goals

 » Employees at management levels have experience in microfinance operations and in roles involving social performance 
responsibilities. In addition, members of the board have expertise in diverse relevant fields. 

 » All of Thrive’s customers are women, and women make up more than half its staff and a significant proportion of its 
board, with more than one third represented by female members.

 » Customers’ awareness of product terms and conditions was found to be reasonable. The cost of credit is communicated 
to customers during training. Effective interest rates are not disclosed. The principal and interest components of loans 
are separated in amortization schedules. 

 » Thrive offers business development, micro-housing and school fee loans. It does not accept savings deposits, but 
attempts to establish complementary arrangements with nearby local banking institutions.

 » The microfinance institution (MFI) has a mechanism for handling customer complaints and complaint data, tracking 
specific customer satisfaction and checking timeliness of resolutions. It conducts customer satisfaction surveys on a 
regular basis.

 » Thrive gathers feedback from customers and field staff during the product design process to ensure products are 
suitable for customers.

 » It is committed to upholding the Client Protection Principles as stated on the Smart Campaign website and similarly in 
the Zimbabwean Microfinance Act.

 » The MFI is in the process of collaborating on the development and use of a Progress out of Poverty Index (PPI) for 
Zimbabwe. In addition to beginning the collection of this data, it has developed its own internal Poverty Assessment 
Tool to capture information on customers’ economic status, and demographics. Data collection, although systematic, is 
still limited and data gathered is yet to be widely utilized.

 » Thrive is participating, in collaboration with Lend with Care and the University of Portsmouth, in the first Zimbabwe 
national PPI study.

 » Thrive’s code of conduct covers a wide range of topics, including customer protection and the avoidance of 
discrimination, corruption and harassment. 

 » Staff induction training is thorough and covers the social mission, social performance, credit analysis, the prevention of 
over-indebtedness, communicating pricing, the collection of social data and the code of conduct. Refresher training is 
limited. 

 » Staff compensation is competitive. Staff evaluations are based on a mix of operational, and financial indicators, with 
limited focus on social performance. Informal performance reviews are undertaken on a monthly basis, with no formal 
annual performance appraisals. 

 » Risks to the environment are not factored into loan approval decisions, and the environmental impact of the loan 
portfolio is not tracked. Internally, there are no written policies advocating or promoting environmentally friendly 
practices, such as recycling resources or reducing energy consumption.
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Institutional Profile

Mission Statement

Thrive’s mission is to provide training and credit to women excluded from the mainstream financial sector in a manner 
that is both socially responsible and financially sustainable.

Key Data (date as of 31/12/16) 

Gross loan portfolio (US$) $900,008

Average loan size (US$) $225

Products:

Business-Developent Loans, Micro-Housing Loans, 

School Fee Loans and Business Management Training

Number of borrowers 7,714 (as of 31/12/16 )

Number of staff (male/female) 29/22

Customers per loan officer 306

Number of branches 3 

Country of operation Zimbabwe

Areas of operation Harare, Chitungwiza,  

 Norton and Zvimba

Urban/Rural Urban and Rural

Legal status Private Limited Corp., 

 licenced as credit-only MFI

Regulator Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe

Figure 2

Geographic Footprint
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social indicators 2014 2015 2016

% of rural customers NA NA NA

% of female customers 100 100 100

% of female active savers NA NA NA

% customers below $1.25 per day NA NA NA

% customers below $2.50 per day NA NA NA

% customers below poverty line NA 57 55

% customers with no formal 
education

NA NA NA

% Customer Retention rate NA NA NA

% female employees NA NA 45

financial indicators 2014 2015 2016

Portfolio yield (%) 82 77 81

Operating expense ratio (%) 75.5 75.5 73.4

Financial expense ratio (%) 14.4 7.9 10.5

Provision and write-offs (%) 4.9 5 6.9

Operational self-sufficiency (%) 100 98 104

Capital/Asset ratio (%) 6.5 2.1 58

Debt to equity ratio (x) 12.2 42 15

Return on assets (%) 6.5 (1.0) 4.3

Return on equity (%) 49.7 (46) 74

BACKGROUND

 » Thrive Microfinance is a microfinance institution in Zimbabwe providing productive business loans to low-income 
women, utilizing a group lending methodology. 

 » It also provides financial business management training prior to loan disbursements and during the tenor of its loans. 
Providing training is an integral part of its social mission and operations. 

 » It was founded in 2012 and is a registered Non-Banking Financial Institution regulated by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe 
(RBZ). 

 » It has its headquarters in Willowvale in the capital Harare and also has a branch offices in Whitecliff, a suburb of Harare 
and in Chitungwiza to the south. 

 » Thrive operates as a for-profit social enterprise, with all profits re-invested in expanding operations rather than being 
paid out as dividends to shareholders.

 » As of December 2016, Thrive had a borrower base of approximately 7,700 and a loan portfolio of US$900 thousand. 
These grew at a year-on-year rate of around 40% and approximately 43%, respectively, over the past two years.

 » Thrive’s mission is to provide training and credit to women excluded from the mainstream financial sector in a manner 
that is both socially responsible and financially sustainable.

 » Thrive has a pro-poor focus and limits the initial loan to $500. There is no lower limit. Thrive does not provide salary 
based loans. Its borrowers run small business such as tuck-shops or chicken farms or work as cross-border traders or 
stallholders.

 » Thrive’s ambition is to exert a positive influence on other MFIs operating in Zimbabwe and become the country’s leading 
developmental microfinance provider.
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FACTOR SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Social Mission 73

Governance 78

Beneficiary Focus 83

Social Outcome or Impact 69

Organization 63

Environmental Concerns 10

Financial Sustainability 55

SPIR Factors – Scorecard-Implied Grades 

Figure 3

SPIR Factor Table

Scorecard Snapshot

Figure 4

Relative Contribution

Social Mission

Governance

Beneficiary Focus

Social Outcome or Impact

Organization

Environmental Concerns

Financial Sustainability
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Key Indicators

 » Thrive’s mission statement incorporates the following aspects of the SPA scorecard: the provision of sustainable and 
inclusive financial services to underserved populations, with a focus on expanding financial accessibility for women. It 
also seeks to provide financial and business management training to all its clients.  

 » The mission statement has been broken down into specific and measurable objectives in the broad areas of social 
impact, and financial sustainability. A strategy has been developed for achieving these goals.

 »  Goals, objectives and achievements in reaching its goals are communicated internally, but is limited in its distribution 
to external stakeholders.

 » The current mission statement was formulated in 2012 upon the establishment of operations. Goals and objectives 
have been further defined and refined since. These are currently undergoing review to assess whether the current social 
mission continues to be in line with the organization’s strategies going forward. 

 » The MFI’s social goals and objectives are communicated to staff through training and internal documents. A monthly 
social performance report containing SPM data, such as complaints, poverty incidence among customers acquired, 
customers’ poverty status during their tenure with the organization and progress towards SPM goals, is also shared with 
staff. 

 » Staff training covers SPM topics and total around nine hours in total.

 » Thrive’s social goals and objectives are communicated on a limited basis to external stakeholders by sharing 
key documents, such the Excellence Report. However, specific progress on achieving their goals is not widely 
communicated, nor shared via the organization’s website.

 » To achieve its mission, Thrive has developed a strategy with specific and measurable objectives in three broad areas: 
client protection, outreach, and financial sustainability. Its objectives relate to customer income, customer satisfaction, 
client growth and client training.

SPIR Factor and Sub-Factor Analysis

Scorecard-implied grade – SPIR2 (73)

History of the social mission, goals and objectives  |  Focus of the social mission  |  Plans and communications for achieving social mission, 
goals and objectives 

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

History of social mission 80

Focus of social mission 85

Plans & communications  
for achieving social mission 65

Figure 5

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 6

Relative Contribution

History of social mission

Focus of social mission

Plans & communications for 
achieving social mission
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Scorecard-implied grade – SPIR1 (78)

Management quality  |  Strategic leadership  |  Outreach and access  |  Administrative setup 

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

Key Indicators

 » Staff members have a high level of experience in microfinance, and have good experience in social performance 
management.  

 » The board has experience in diverse relevant fields, with notable stakeholder representation on the board. Woman 
comprise just over a third of the board, but given its mission, it could be higher.

 » The board meets four times a year to review the MFI’s operational, financial and social performance. SPM topics are 
a regular agenda item with objectives and target progress discussed at each board meeting. There is a specific board 
Social Performance Committee.

 » 100% of Thrive’s customers are women, with a growing rural presence. 

 » Thrive manages key worker risk, although it does not have detailed written policies on staff promotions and replacing 
key staff.

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Management quality 80

Governance 91

Outreach & access 67

Administrative setup 72

Figure 7

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 8

Relative Contribution

Management quality

Governance

Outreach & access

Administrative setup

   1%

   4% 

-3%

       -2% 
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Management quality |  Strategic leadership  |  Outreach and access  |  Administrative setup

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

Key Indicators

 » Staff members have a high level of experience in microfinance operations. Experience in roles relating to social 
performance is limited, but acceptable. There is no clear succession plan to replace key personnel, although there is a 
current review to implement one.

 » There is a separate social performance department. Social performance data is communicated to staff. Weekly staff 
meetings include discussion of SPM topics.

 » Employees at senior and mid-management levels have experience in microfinance operations and in roles that include 
social performance responsibilities. Social performance responsibilities are communicated and acknowledged by staff. 

Figure 9

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 10

Relative Contribution

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Experience of staff 82

Professionalism of staff 83

Management turnover 91

Key worker risk 89

MFI history/product history 78

Availability & quality of 
training 68

Management transparency 65

Experience of staff

Professionalism of staff

Management turnover

Key worker risk

MFI history/product  
history

Availability &  
quality of training

Management 
transparency
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Management quality  |  Strategic leadership  |  Outreach and access  |  Administrative setup

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

Key Indicators

 » The board has expertise in diverse relevant fields, including finance, the public service and the law. Stakeholder 
representation on the board is limited to staff and customers. The board meets four times a year to discuss operational, 
financial and social issues. Social data vis-à-vis Thrive’s targets are reviewed at these meetings. 

 » Women comprise just over one-third of the Board, but given the MFI’s Mission, it could be higher.

 » Board members are not remunerated for their service.

 » There is a Board level social performance committee. Social performance data is reviewed quarterly. Board meetings 
include SPM topics as regular agenda items.

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Board composition 89

Board meetings 95

Association with  
other groups 88

Figure 11

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 12

Relative Contribution

Board composition

Board meetings

Association with 
other groups

-1%

  2% 

-1%
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Key Indicators

 » As of December 2016, Thrive served about 7,714 customers. Women account for 100% of the customer base. 
Approximately 43% of customers live below the national poverty line.

 » Thrive offers both group and individual loans. Savings products are not offered, as per Zimbabwe law. Non-financial 
services, such as enterprise skills development and financial management training are offered. 

 » Field officers visit customers for to promote products, to assist in group formation and help facilitate group meetings. 
Customer evaluation is carried out at prospective borrowers’ home and workplaces.  

 » Loan amounts are transferred directly to the customer’s bank account, and repayments are deposited directly into 
Thrive’s account. 

 » The operational radius of branches varies between 10 and 25 miles, with branches easily accessible for customers via 
available public transportation. 

 » As of December 2013, Thrive served some 1,250 customers. All were women, and about 100% lived in urban areas. 

 » Women account for a 100% of Thrive’s customer base with a higher representation of urban over rural customers, thus 
all its customers fall within the MFI’s targeted segment.  

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Number of customers 69

Depth of outreach 80

Range of products offered 54

Proximity to customers 79

Community involvement 52

Figure 13

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 14

Relative Contribution

Number of customers

Depth of outreach

Range of products offered 

Proximity to customers

Community involvement

Management quality  |  Strategic leadership  |  Outreach and access  |  Administrative setup

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

  1%

    4%

    -4%

    4%

    -4% 
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Key Indicators

 » Staff meetings cover social performance issues alongside financial and operational topics. Discussions center on 
customer complaints, client satisfaction, PAT data results, as well as progress toward operational and financial targets. 

 » There is a separate social performance department headed by a mid-level manager. Social performance responsibilities 
are shared by staff at all levels, and accordingly job descriptions list these duties.  Weekly staff meetings contain 
standing SPM agenda items.

 » The MFI gathers PPI data through its Poverty Assessment Tool. The information is not collected for every new client but 
rather on a randomly selected basis. Systematic reporting of such data to the board and senior management is done 
quarterly.

Sub-Factor SP5IR SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Management/staff  
involvement

89

Organizational structure 81

Social performance MIS 62

Management/staff  
involvement

Organizational structure

Social performance MIS

Figure 15

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 16

Relative Contribution

Management quality  |  Strategic leadership  |  Outreach and access  |  Administrative setup

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

  3%

   4%

   -7%
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Beneficiary protection  |  Beneficiary service

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

Key Indicators

 » Customer awareness of product prices was found to be moderate. Nominal interest rates, loan charges and amortization 
schedules are communicated both verbally and in writing. Effective interest rates and are not provided.  

 » Written policies mandate that customers be treated respectfully and that their data remain confidential, as well as 
transparency in pricing and the prevention of over-indebtedness.  

 » Customer complaint procedures are well documented. The MFI has a formal system of recording, tracking and analyzing 
complaints for timeliness of resolutions. 

 » Customers are informed of their right to complain, with signage located in all of the Thrive’s offices displaying client 
right’s to complain, individuals to contact their contact phone numbers. Complaints are tracked to assess customer 
satisfaction and to check for timeliness of resolutions.

 » Thrive offers credit and training services. Savings products are not offered, as per applicable regulations. Enterprise 
skills development and leadership training are provided as a part of non-financial services. 

 » Interest rates, fees and other charges are communicated to borrowers both verbally, and in a written form they can 
keep. Effective interest rates are not disclosed, but are within the range of local practices. The principal and interest 
components of loans are separated in amortization schedules. 

 » To ensure affordability, loan applicants’ credit information is obtained from a credit bureau, but information is very 
limited. Applicant’s homes and workplaces are inspected, with interviews to monitor over-indebtedness.

 » Suggestion boxes are located at all branch offices, but are not secured from unauthorized access.

 » Client satisfaction surveys are conducted on a regular basis, usually once after completing their initial training and 
during the year. Exit questionnaires are also completed.

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Beneficiary protection 84

Beneficiary service 82

Beneficiary protection

Customer service

Figure 17

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 18

Relative Contribution

 1%

   -1% 

Scorecard-implied grade – SPIR1 (83)
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Key Indicators

 » Interest rates, fees, penalties and other terms and conditions are communicated verbally to borrowers during 
compulsory group training, and are written on loan application forms, and loan contracts. The effective interest 
rate is not communicated directly to customers. Total principal and interest to be paid over the tenure of loans is 
communicated, and amortization schedules are provided. 

 » Employees are trained to disclose product prices. Following group training and prior to loan disbursement, customers 
are queried for their awareness of loan terms and conditions. This was found to be moderate.  

 » Written policies also cover key several aspects of customer protection, such as the need to treat customers respectfully 
and to keep their data private, and for transparency around pricing.  

 » Customers are informed of debt-collection procedures, including MFI staff treating borrowers, respectfully at all times.  

 » Thrive has written policies to prevent borrower over-indebtedness. Field officers analyze loan applicants’ income, 
expenses and debt details; visit their homes and workplaces; and informally ascertain their background from the local 
community and the field officers of other MFIs. For repeat customers, they will also check Thrive’s internal database.

 » There is a formal process for registering complaints and dedicated resources for handling them. All are informally 
handled by field officers and, where necessary, are referred to senior staff. Complaints are tracked and monitored for 
timely and unbiased resolution. Collected complaint data is used to improve products and services. A complaints report 
is produced by the Social Performance Officer on a monthly and quarterly basis for the SMT and SPM Board Sub-
Committee respectively.

 » Thrive gathers customer feedback during product design. Such feedback resulted in reductions in interest rates 
on smaller sized loans and the introduction of school fee loans. Studies on outcome and customer satisfaction are 
undertaken in order to ascertain the suitability of products. 

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Pricing transparency 74

Dept-collection practices 85

Policies 89

Customer complaints/ 
litigation history 90

Product suitability process 82

Household debt burden 84

Pricing transparency

Dept-collection practices

Policies

Customer complaints/ 
litigation history

Product suitability process

Household debt burden

Figure 19

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 20

Relative Contribution

-2%

     0%   

   1%

   1%

  0%

             0%  

Beneficiary protection  |  Beneficiary service

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability
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 » During field visits, customers showed good awareness of the weekly repayment process and group liability mechanism.

 » If a particular group member cannot make a repayment, other group members are supposed to make it on her behalf. If 
the member misses successive installments, the loan officer urges her to begin repaying. 

 » Written policies cover key aspects of customer protection, including the prevention of over-indebtedness and the need 
to treat customers respectfully, maintain transparency around pricing, keep customer data private and design products 
to suit customers’ needs.
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Key Indicators

 » Thrive offers group loans for various purposes, including setting up micro-enterprises, paying for children’s school fees 
or for home renovation. As per Zimbabwe regulations, no savings product is offered. Non-financial services, such as 
enterprise skills development and financial management training are offered.  

 » The waiting time for loans is reasonable, at about 7-10 days. 

 » Thrive’s customer dropout rate is moderate, at around 20%. Customer exit interviews are conducted, and the data is 
systematically tracked or collated. 

 » Employees are adequately qualified and fluent in the local language.  

 » The total principal and interest amounts to be paid over the entire tenure of loans are written in customers’ 
documentation. A loan officer checks each individual or group member’s repayments, issues acknowledgement and 
writes the new loan balance in her document.

 » Thrive’s portfolio of financial product offerings is reasonably diverse. It provides micro-enterprise loans, loans for home 
renovations and seasonal business needs, loans to support the education of customers’ children. Interest rates range 
from 5% to 6.5% flat per month and loan tenures are from three to eighteen months. Loan amounts range up to a 
maximum of $500, $2,000 and $3,000 for entrepreneur, individual and micro-housing loans, respectively.

 » No opening or other financial fees are charged, although a $2.00 initial fee is charged for the training service.

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Products & services 82

Speed of transaction 90

Customer retention/dropout 
history 78

Staff qualifications &  
credentials 79

Timeliness & quality of reports 81

Products & service

Speed of transaction

Customer retention/
dropout history

Staff qualifications & 
credentials

Timeliness &  
quality of reports

Figure 21

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 22

Relative Contribution

Beneficiary protection  |  Beneficiary service

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
or Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

  0%

    2%

-1%

-1% 

  0% 
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Key Indicators

 » Social data is collected from customers when they apply for loans and is tracked at the aggregate customer level. 
A social performance report is generated each month and is shared with staff but is not communicated to external 
stakeholders. 

 » Social performance assessment studies have been conducted, though the findings of these are not communicated to 
external stakeholders. Thrive has completed a SPI4 self assessment. Outcome studies are not conducted.

 » PPI-like data is gathered, via an in-house Poverty Assessment Tool (PAT) to establish baseline poverty likelihoods in 
order to gauge the level of change in customers’ poverty status. Thrive also gathers data on customers’ geographical 
location, occupational profile and position in the loan cycle. The PAT is not applied in all cases. PAT data is regularly 
reported to the board and senior management, while the reporting of data to external stakeholders is limited.

 » Thrive is actively collaborating with international NGOs to develop a PPI for Zimbabwe.

 » Although gender information is easily tracked, given its social mission and targeted client base, data regarding the 
rural/urban component of its clients is not tracked.

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Participation in Studies 66

Tool to measure outcome  
& impact 75

Frequency of data collected 70

Transparency 65

Participation in Studies

Tool to measure  
outcome and impact

Frequency of data collected

Transparency

Figure 23

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 24

Relative Contribution

Participation in social outcome or impact studies  |  Explicit tool to measure social outcome or impact  |  Frequency of data collected on 
social outcome or impact  |  Transparency

Social Mission Governance Beneficiary 
Focus

Social Outcome 
and Impact

Organization Environmental 
Concerns

Financial 
Sustainability

Scorecard-implied grade – SPIR2 (69)
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Key Indicators

 » Thrive conducts staff satisfaction surveys, on an irregular basis. It has a grievance redressal policy. Employees can 
discuss grievances with their immediate supervisor, and if unresolved can discuss it with second- and third-line 
supervisors, in order. If still unresolved, the matter can be referred to the most senior officer.  

 » Thrive has a written policy to help ensure staff health and safety. Details of health and safety incidents are recorded, but 
are not reported to a government agency since this is not legally required.  

 » The code of ethics includes policies that promote gender equality and discourage discrimination, harassment, conflict 
of interest and corruption. The code is communicated to employees during induction training. Employees are not tested 
on it, but must agree to abide by it in writing. There is no specific internal entity tasked with enforcing the code and 
investigating possible violations.  

 » Written policies mandate equal pay and opportunities for equal skills, prohibit discrimination and harassment toward 
women during hiring, promote work-life balance and provide for maternity leave. There is no staff quota policy in hiring 
or one that ensures women’s mobility in the field. 

 » The proportion of women throughout the hierarchy is reasonable, although at the loan officer level it is low. Women 
account for 33%, 75% and 27% of staff at the senior, middle management and loan officer levels, respectively.  

Sub-Factor SP5IR SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Organization and Facilities 62

Code of Ethic 52

Hiring Policies 65

Culture of Delegation 62

Fair Compensation 67

Staff Skills and Training 75

Promotion and Retention 68

Staff Incentives and Audit 53

Organization and facilities

Code of ethics

Hiring policies

Culture of delegation

Fair compensation

Staff skills and training

Promotion and retention 

Staff incentives and audit

Figure 25

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 26

Relative Contribution

Organization and facilities  |  Code of ethics  |  Hiring policies (gender and anti-discrimination policies)  |  Culture of delegation  |  Fair 
compensation  |  Staff skills and training  |  Promotion and retention  |  Staff incentives and audit
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 » Information on industry wages is periodically obtained from the industry association and is also informally gathered 
from other MFIs in an effort to keep salaries competitive. Salaries are above the minimum wage. There is no explicit 
policy to minimize the pay gap between the lowest- and the highest-paid staff. 

 » On joining the MFI, each employee attends an induction training program at the head office, with ad hoc training in 
the field. Training covers Thrive’s social mission and code of conduct, as well as social performance, borrower credit 
analysis, the prevention of over-indebtedness, pricing communication, acceptable debt-collection practices, handling 
customer complaints and the collection of social data. Refresher training covers similar topics and is undertaken when 
the need for it is identified. External training opportunities are offered but are limited.

 » Financial and advancement incentives are not clearly linked to social performance objectives. Annual performance 
reviews are are not formally conducted, but rather employees performance is monitored and reviews are done on a 
monthly basis. These reviews cover mainly a mix of operational and financial indicators, with limited social performance 
targets included.  

 » Thrive’s code of conduct has been adapted from the National NEC Employment Code of Conduct and the Code of 
Conduct stipulated in the Microfinance Act. It includes policies that promote gender equality and customer protection 
and discourage conflict of interest, discrimination, corruption and harassment. The code is part of the employment 
contract, which staff agree to abide by when they sign the contract. The code is communicated to staff during training. 
There is no continuous testing of employees on the Code. 

 » Employees are granted leave each year, depending on the terms of their individual hiring contract. Female employees 
are entitled to maternity leaves of 90 days, and receives 100% of her monthly salary during that time. There is no 
paternity leave offered. Bereavement leave is available to all employees.
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Key Indicators

 » Thrive has no internal or external environmental policy. Environmental risk is not factored into loan decisions, and 
environmental risk posed by the loan portfolio is not tracked.  

 » Environmental risk is not factored into loan approval decisions. Similarly, customers’ enterprises are not tracked to 
gauge the environmental risk of the loan portfolio and customers are not required to report on environmental factors.

 » Thrive’s internal employee manuals do not mention any environmental friendly company policies (i.e. recycling 
resources and reducing energy consumption), nor did discussions with staff uncover efforts to raise awareness of 
environmental issues among employees nor provid them with training on the same.

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Internal standards 10

External standards 10

Internal standards

External standards

Figure 27

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 28

Relative Contribution
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Key Indicators

 » Liquidity is deemed strong, with current assets exceeding current liabilities by over 1.5X. PAR30 of 11% is a concern, but 
represents a decline over previous years, from highs of over 18%.

 » Capital structure is deemed moderate, with moderate to high leverage. Equity has increased over last 3 years through 
internally generated retained earnings, reversing previous losses. 14% of the total debt, however, is in the form of a 
shareholder loan which accrues market financial charges but has no fixed maturity. 

 » Funding sources, given the absence of deposits, are highly dependent on loans and zero to low market cost funding 
from international non-financial sources, which have been in place for over 3 years.

 » Cost structure is weak. Thrive’s operating expenses are high but have generated increasing net profits, albeit with some 
volatility.

Sub-Factor SPIR5 SPIR4 SPIR3 SPIR2 SPIR1

Liquidity 78

Capital structure 50

Funding source sustainability 50

Cost structure 35

Liquidity

Capital structure

Funding source 
sustainability

Cost structure

Figure 29

SPIR Sub-Factor Table

Figure 30
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The Zimbabwe Microfinance Market

Zimbabwe is unrated. 

Key Credit and Macroeconomic Factors

Zimbabwe has a total population of 14.5 billion with an economy of moderate size. Nominal GDP reached US$16.3 billion 
in 2016, growing by only 0.7% from 2015. 2017 is expected to show a 2% growth. Per capita GDP, however, remains low, 
estimated by the IMF at US$2,070 in 2016. The economy is considered under crisis and faces severe challenges. The recent 
unfavorable external environment of low global and regional growth, declining commodity prices, and severe drought in 
the region, have amplified domestic challenges stemming from deflation, an overvalued exchange rate, growth stagnation, 
unsustainable fiscal deficits and persistently low productivity. There have been some positive turnarounds, however. Real 
GDP growth, which had been on a downward trend and had been expected to decline further in 2016 and 2017, reversed its 
trend and showed a 0.7% positive change in 2016 and is now projected to reach 2% growth in 2017. 

Macro conditions have led to a current cash and liquidity shortage. The main transmission channels are the twin deficits. 
The country has been running structural current account deficits since the official dollarization of the economy in 2009. 
These deficits, alongside weak capital inflows have led to a steady drain of dollars out of the economy. The second – more 
recent - driver is the government’s increasing fiscal deficit. The excessive treasury bill issuance required to finance it has 
contributed to the cash shortage by depleting the banking system’s liquid assets.

The population’s confidence in the economy and the banking sector has fallen, with deposit withdrawals rising, aggravating 
cash shortages and placing further strain on a weakened banking system. In addition, the government undermines 
financial stability by financing the deficit via heavy borrowing from domestic banks, weakening further their liquidity and 
solvency.

The government has introduced limited cash withdrawals from banks, and has requested natural resource exporters to 
place 50% of their export proceeds to the Central Bank. New bond notes have been introduced, backed one-to-one by the 
US dollar, however, past monetary mismanagement has led to low acceptance of the notes.

Government figures show that there are about 500 000 people employed in the formal sector. The informal sector is 
estimated to employ 90% of the country’s able-bodied workforce. Meanwhile, in the informal sector, there has been an 
uptick of those being employed as average salaries are higher, an average of between $500 and $600 a month. In the 
formal sector, salaries range from $300 to $450 a month, BMI said. 

Microfinance Sector 

The principal piece of legislation governing the microfinance sector is the Microfinance Act, whose purpose is “to provide 
for the registration, supervision and regulation of persons conducting microfinance business in Zimbabwe.” Prior to the 
enactment of the Microfinance Act, the operations of MFIs were largely governed by the Money-lending and Rates of 
Interest Act.
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Zimbabwe’s regulatory framework places two major types of microfinance institutions under different regulatory 
authorities. Deposit-taking and credit–only microfinance institutions fall under the responsibility of the Ministry of 
Finance and Economic Development and are governed by the Microfinance Act. SACCOS are regulated by the Co-operative 
Societies Act, which falls under the Ministry of Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and Cooperative Development. 

The Zimbabwe Association of Microfinance Institutions (ZAMFI) is the principal membership based institution operating 
in Zimbabwe. As at December 2016 there were about 171MFIs operating in the country and about 72.3% were members  
of ZAMFI. 

Sector performance improved during 2016 in key areas of lending outreach, portfolio quality, profitability and financial 
sustainability. The sector continues to suffer from operational efficiency and productivity. Outreach in terms of total loans 
outstanding and total loans disbursed increased from $75.1mm to $88.3, and from $131.4mm to $166.0mm, respectively. 
Other notable improvements were seen in overall ROE and PAR figures, which improved by 41% 38%, respectively. 
Operational efficiency, however, and some other portfolio quality indicators showed deterioration from 2015.

The sector is dominated by 5 large credit-only MFIs with a combined loan portfolio of $58.8 million which constituted 
70.8% of the outstanding loans as at 31 December 2016. Overall competition is expected to increase with new MFIs 
entering the market. The market has seen a renewed resurgence of neighborhood money-lenders, which could bring 
instability and promote over-indebtedness. A reduction in interest rates recently announced by the monetary authorities 
is expected to increase demand of loans by both individuals and small business from the microfinance sector.

Inclusion [Social Ratings] focuses exclusively on rating social performance and impact. Created as a social enterprise, its primary 

mission is to promote financial and social inclusion across the globe. It provides Social Performance Ratings (SPR) to microfinance 

organizations whose missions and goals promote financial inclusion and social responsibility. In addition to the rating of microfinance 

Institutions, Inclusion [Social Ratings] assigns social ratings, using its proprietary methodology, to rate financial institutions, insurance 

companies, businesses, social enterprises and other organizations active in the social sector field.

With offices in Barcelona and Cotonou, Benin, staff currently consists of experienced evaluators and analysts in the fields of social 

performance, financial analysis, financial advisory and research.
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